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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE, Tuesday, January 15, 2013, Fort Worth, TX – Research shows us 

that children whose parents do a reasonably good job managing the stress of a divorce do not develop 

serious behavioral or emotional problems.  Unfortunately though, most parents find it a challenge to 

maintain a “good” divorce, and one of the toughest obstacles is managing hectic, stressful schedules, and 

coordinating valued visitation time. 

In response to this problem, The Parenting Center has adopted Our Family Wizard, an online software 

that helps facilitate discussion and ease tension among divorced couples via a shared communication 

platform.  The tool includes access to private and shared family calendars that allow parents to record 

activities,  trade days; post protected messages; add notifications and reminders about important dates or 

plans; includes a family journal; an expense log; and an info bank to share health records, emergency 

contact information and much more.  The Parenting Center’s Family Transitions Program Manager can 

oversee every action and make recommendations for the parents. 

This tool empowers parents to resolve conflict themselves resulting in fewer court appearances and better 

structure for their children.  An Our Family Wizard subscription is $99 per parent per year. To learn more 

or to get started, go to www.theparentingcenter.org/ourfamilywizard. For every parent who uses this link, 

The Parenting Center will receive a share of the costs, allowing the agency to provide scholarships to 

clients who need financial assistance for these classes and services. 

The Parenting Center is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit in Fort Worth, Texas with a mission of providing 

professionals and family members with the tools, resources and services to build successful families.  

Learn more about the agency at www.TheParentingCenter.org.  

Our Family Wizard, based in Minneapolis, MN, provides the best possible schedule management tools for 

parents in divorced and separate households to allow them to communicate more effectively. Judges in 

nearly all 50 states and three Canadian Provinces have required parents in high-tension divorces to utilize 

the site to help reduce conflict and move costly cases out of the courts.  
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